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REPORT OF EXPERIMENT WITH MDMA

Date: March 29, 1982
Subjects: Peggy and Fred
Place: Lone Pine residence
9:56 A.M. Start with 120 m.g. each. I typed a report, Peggy worked at sewing 
machine for about 1/2 hour. When stopped our tasks, began to feel the rapid onset. 
We were soon quite intoxicated.
    Peggy started by clearing up her feelings about a couple of incidents that had 
taken place between us. This led to an excellent talk between us which worked out 
very well, as most of the time we don't talk much during our experience. This 
cleared the air, and developed a rapid feeling of intimacy. It was very easy to 
talk about things that ordinarily had quite an emotional charge. Peggy reached a 
very high state of intoxication which stayed with her the rest of the day. I was 
also intoxicated, yet had excellent control of body functions. It was delightful to 
be together, and we enjoyed each others company very much, glad to be alone for 
this experience. It was too cold to go outside, as a major storm came up and a cold 
wind was blowing.
11:32 A.M. Took 40 m.g. Supplement each. We were in a great state, very much 
enjoying the day and just being together. We listened to music. At times I would be 
still and look at the surrounding countryside and enjoy the intense beauty, LSD 
like. It started snowing outside, horizontally, and kept up all afternoon to 
provide the second largest snowfall this year. we enjoyed the storm, and the 
softness and tenderness of each other. It felt marvelous to be together physically.
    This turned out to be the best MDMA experience we have had together, bringing a 
marvelous feeling of closeness and mutual understanding. The next day we both felt 
marvelous, and full of energy for accomplishing projects. There were also a lot of 
insights generated about our relationship and life in general. It was a most 
valuable experience, and we felt eternal gratitude for the various factors and 
persons that make such an experience possible.


